Abstract. Collaboration between Gas Discharge and Plasma Physics, Atmospheric Electricity, and Aerosol Science is a factor of success in the research of air ions. The concept of air ion as of any carrier of electrical current through the air is inherent to Atmospheric Electricity under which a considerable statistical information about the air ion mobility spectrum is collected. A new model of air ion size-mobility correlation has been developed proceeding from Aerosol Science and joining the methods of neighboring research fields. The predicted temperature variation of the mobility disagrees with the commonly used Langevin rule for the reduction of air ion mobilities to the standard conditions. Concurrent errors are too big to be neglected in applications. The critical diameter distinguishing cluster ions and charged aerosol particles has been estimated to be 1.4-1.8 nm.
GD AE AS
An illustration of the expanding research fields and of the position of air ions as a common research subject. GD -Gas Discharge and Plasma Physics, AE -Atmospheric Electricity, AS -Aerosol Science. Tammet, H., "Size and mobility of nanometer particles, clusters and ions", J. Aerosol Sci. 26, 459-475 (1995) The basic features of the size-mobility correlation model:
AIR IONS
◊ The interaction between an air ion and ambient gas molecule is described by the (∞ -4) potential, where the collision distance is written as a sum of three addends: the collision radius of the gas molecule, the mass radius of the air ion and an extra distance that is completing the mass radius to fit the collision radius of the air ion.
◊ The collision radius of the gas molecule is considered to depend on the temperature as in the Chapman-Hainsworth model, and on the energy of the polarization interaction.
◊ The extra distance is regarded as an empirical parameter that should be estimated fitting the model to the experimental data.
◊ The transition from the elastic collisions specific of molecules to the inelastic collisions specific of macroscopic particles is described using the Einstein factor of "melting" of the particle internal energy levels.
◊ The model is written as Millikan equation completed by additional factors describing the transition to the ChapmanEnskog equation in the microscopic limit. 
Size-mobility correlation, the mobility factor of inelastic collisions, and relative temperature coefficient of the mobility for air ions in the standard conditions. Relative temperature and pressure coefficients (dK/dT) / (K/T) (-dK/dp) / (K/p)
